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With the appearance of smartphones and a growing number of mobile subscribers,
more media content is delivered to users. The growing volume of demanding media
content causes challenges in usage of network resources. Deep understanding of
changes in the temporal and spatial behavioral trends of users, can lead telecom
companies and service provider to implement more optimized methods for resource
allocation to the users.
One of the methods that can help is to schedule data delivery based on the user
location and network statistics. In another words, predicting user mobility behavior
and network resources can help to optimize data delivery scheduling. Anticipatory
mobile communication is a field which uses different methods to provide more
optimized decisions regarding content delivery, based on the prediction of the
users’ location and network resources.
In this thesis a system is modeled based on the user’s location and available data
rate prediction, by analyzing historical statistics of the network. Based on the
assumption that a user’s life pattern follows a cyclic daily pattern, following a
Gaussian distribution, a Gaussian mixture model and expectation maximization
(EM) algorithm have been used to predict the user mobility pattern in future. In
addition, linear prediction is chosen to predict the network spectral efficiency and
available bandwidth in future, through a regression matrix based on historical
statistics. Applying this methodology, the available data rate to the user at
different times and locations in future can be predicted. Merging this data with the
user presence probability at different locations in future would result in deriving
the probability distribution function of the required time duration to deliver a
specific amount of data to the user.
Keywords: Anticipatory mobile network, Content delivery, Linear Prediction,
Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM), EM algorithm
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11 Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Running business in today’s growing industrial world, requires creative and more
optimized solutions. One of these solutions can be acquisition and analysis of real-
time data about changes in customers’ demands. Telecommunication Industry is
one of the largest types in service provision section of economy. The influence of
the IT and telecom services on daily life of people all around the world, has led to
a saturation of this industry by by small and big service providers during the past
decades. Concerning the current trend of the market, providing services alone is no
longer profitable and the key to success is value added innovative solutions. There
are significant fluctuations in customers’ behavior timeline of using the services. Col-
lecting users’ behavioral data and matching them with existing resources can result
in understanding traffic demand, which has a significant effect on effective marketing
and service provision solutions, and subsequently enhance users satisfaction rate by
higher QoS and more affordable prices [11].
One of the biggest challenges in telecommunication is the optimized usage of
bandwidth and resources. Different methods and algorithms have been created for
this purpose but utilizing the bandwidth and resources even in the best optimized
system has a limit. Overloaded networks at peak times face call dropping and
decreasing of the QoS on the running services. But how can we deal with overloaded
networks?
One of the solutions is to motivate users to transfer a portion of their data usage
from traffic peak time to the times on which the network is not fully used. According
to how busy the network might be at a time, the excess resources can be used to
motivate users for using the network at that time, instead of the rush hours. This
can be done by offering discounted data packages or extra speed, at less loaded time
of the network.
Deep understanding of changes in users temporal and spatial behavioral trends,
can lead telecom companies and service provider to a profitable pricing policy [11].
On the other hand, progress and advancement in cellphone hardware technology,
have made it possible for the users to store and watch high quality images and videos,
which is the complement of higher wireless connection data rate provided by 3G
and 4G networks. Thanks to these technologies, smart phone users’ demand for big
volume data such as HD movies is rising [12].
By looking at the present and near future of mobile users subscribers and data
traffic statistics, the urgent vital demand for more optimized bandwidth usage solu-
tions is clear. For example the monthly mobile traffics predicted to undergo a 727 %
growth in 2020 comparing to 2015. Figure 1 shows the Cisco estimation of monthly
2raise in mobile data traffic in Exabyte from 2015 to 2020 [1].
Figure 1: Cisco forecast for monthly usage of mobile data traffic by 2020 [1].
Moreover, the forecast of used technology, shows a significant shift from older radio
access technologies such as GSM/EDGE to new advanced technologies such as 4G or
LTE. Figure 2 represents Ericsson mobile subscription estimation by technologies
from 2011 to 2021 [2].
Figure 2: Ericsson estimation of mobile subscriptions by technologies [2].
31.2 Objective of Thesis
The goal of this thesis is to design and simulate a model for estimating the probability
of total transferable bits to the user in the future. This is done by predicting the
user’s location and network available resources in the future based on the historical
data. This probability can be used to find the estimated time which is needed to
transfer a particular content, such as a video clip, with a specific volume.
This method and its output can be considered in network tariff policies and
marketing purposes or in OSS/BSS systems by improving real-time decision making
[13].
1.3 Structure of Thesis
The second chapter of this thesis is a short diary about the idea and solutions of
anticipatory mobile networks. In the third chapter, a parametric model is derived.
This model is used to create the simulation model in Chapter 4 based on the
defined scenario. In Chapter 5 the experimental results of the simulated model are
presented to demonstrate the prediction abilities of the system.. The last chapter is
a summarized conclusion and suggestion for continuing the presented method in this
thesis.
42 Anticipatory Mobile Networks
During the past decade, lifestyle of millions of people have been revolutionized by
mobile phones. In 2015, 3G mobile network was able to cover 69% of the world’s
population [14]. By appearance of smart phones, another significant change happened
in people’s lifestyle. Nowadays, the presence of smartphone including their topnotch
hardware technologies along with people with almost every step they take, make
them a pocket-sized powerful device which can do many tasks and computations like
a desktop computer.
Different types of sensors are implemented in smartphones, they can measure and
sense movement, location, moisture, even heartbeat and biometric characteristics.
These sensors accompanied by other processing capabilities of smartphones, make
them statistic recording devices which can sense and record the historical social and
temporal behavior of the users. It is possible to assume the mobile communication
network aa s large scale human behavior sensor [15].
Anticipatory mobile communications is a field that proves the essentiality of
mobile sensing and machine learning for more optimized and smart decision making
solutions, based on the prediction of the future statistics. For more accurate and
efficient prediction, a solid relation between the user, the device and the environment
should be created. Smartphones are a suitable platform for anticipatory mobile
computing as they can base their decisions and actions on a predicted model of their
state and the environment [3].
Different required processing stages in anticipatory mobile computing and the
relationship among them is illustrated in Figure 3. In this figure it is shown that,
the context is sensed, modeled and predicted by the mobile phone and feedback from
the user, specifies if the anticipatory decision are accomplished. All the processes are
distributed between the cloud and the mobile phone [3].
Figure 3: Anticipatory mobile computing architecture [3]
5Anticipation of the user’s behavior and network resource state, can be a key
for more efficient and optimized resource allocation and utilization of the network.
Anticipatory mobile network can be implemented by understanding and modeling of
the user behavior. Behavioral model is a key approach for anticipation [16].
Anticipation can be an effective approach for efficient dynamic resource allocation.
Measuring and analyzing network statistics can give a clear image of the dynamic
resource allocation essentiality. As an example, in [17] the mobile subscriber be-
havior based on their generated traffic, mobility and activity have been studied on
a temporal scale. The interesting key observations of that study are user’s traffic
load and mobility. This study shows 90% of the generated traffic are for less than
10% of users, while more than 50% of the load is handled by 10% of base stations.
In terms of mobility, majority of the users have cyclic temporal behavior and it
is highly probable that they be present at the same time at the same location every day.
The main goal in radio resource management is the most efficient utilization of
the radio resources to guarantee the demanded Quality of Service (QoS) for each user
by allocating the sufficient resources to each user. Moving users are a big challenge
in radio resource allocation, specially the users whose radius of movement includes
different cells, such as users in vehicles. User movement cause fluctuation in the
experienced bitrate of the user via data connection [18].
Many people during their daily trips use public transport and majority of them
entertain themselves with their smartphones through the trip and streaming videos
are among the most popular content used by smartphone users. Assume a user in a
bus watching a video on a smartphone. As the bus direction changes through the
trip, user experiences different bitrates and poor playback quality in area with lower
data rate coverage. Many solutions have been used to keep the video playback on
smartphones smooth, such as scalable video codec or segmented adaptive HTTP
streaming [6]. In adaptive HTTP streaming, the playback time is divided into
HTTP-based small interval segments, encoded at different qualities, and the client
player automatically downloads the segments based on the condition of the network.
??? If the user path can be predicted, network can allocate more resources to pre
download the higher quality video segments before the user goes to a low rate area.
It can be a solution for buffered streams. On the other hand, network is also able to
allocate more resources to users who just enter a high rate area from a low rate area,
to speed up the buffering for corrupted playbacks. More accurate bitrate prediction
can results in better and higher video playback [18].
As it was mentioned before and also it is shown in [19], users daily routes have
a high level of temporal and spatial correlation which causes a correlation between
a specific location and received signal strength at that location. It can be used to
create radio maps. Figure 4, shows and example radio map of Helsinki and Espoo
for Elisa mobile operator.
6Figure 4: Helsinki and Espoo radio signal strength map for Elisa network [4]
In [5], wireless link quality prediction based on the geographical path loss map
has been studied. The anticipation base in that study is the intersection nodes in
the streets, which are the points on the map where a user may changes the direction.
Figure 5 shows an example of anticipation scheme for user trajectory prediction [5].
The algorithm in Figure 5 is the combination of two phases. First phase is the
oﬄine phase which is finding and analyzing intersection nodes from the street map
data. Second phase is real time prediction phase which refers to real time prediction
for the estimating arrival time of the user to the next intersection point, when its
current location and direction is known. The phase 1 information about street maps
are the input for the phase 2.
Anticipatory algorithms can be used to predict the variation in available resources
to the user through the user movement and it can be used for scheduling to transfer
more data to the user when the bit rate is high with the aim of pre-downloading
HTTP segments to buffer. This can prevent delays or rebuffing in downloading
segments when user is crossing locations with lower data rate coverage and prevent
playback quality decrease [20].
Experienced bitrate by a smartphone data connection is impressed by geographi-
cal location as not all locations have the same radio resource and signal coverage;
therefore, user direction prediction along with radio maps coverage is one of the most
important factors which can be used to deliver demanded content to the user in a
more efficient way. One of the solutions for user direction prediction is based on
GPS data which can be used by the network to schedule video segment transfer to
the user based on a GPS-based bandwidth table. Bandwidth monitoring helps the
network to lookup the available bitrate through predicted direction of the user, which
is based on the GPS data, and make decision about the amount of data segments
7Figure 5: Anticipation algorithm for route prediction [5]
to be buffered to the user during different times in the trip. Figure 6 illustrates a
GPS-based bandwidth lookup architecture [6].
Figure 6: GPS-based bandwidth-lookup system architect [6]
(1) The receiver selects a suitable route to the destination and sends it to the
bandwidth database. Additionally, the receiver records the routes and path prediction
is based on receiver’s travel history.
(2) When the bandwidth is received by the bandwidth database, it sends a sample of
historic recorded bandwidth through the receiver’s chosen path. This sample includes
the average bandwidth and standard deviation.
(3) The receiver combines the bandwidth samples from bandwidth database and the
estimated travel time based on historic recorded data. By this information, receiver
can calculate the estimated amount of downloadable data at different geographical
locations during the trip. This information helps the receiver to plan the data
segments download scheduling during the trip.
8There are studies about different anticipation buffer control and resource allo-
cation such as [7], [21], and [8] for scheduling efficient delivery of video contents.
These works are all based on HTTP Live Stream protocol (HLS), in which video is
transferred in form of divided video segments instead of a continuous stream. One
of the options in HLS is that each video segment can be stored on the server with
different quality and size and based on the link quality of the user, the network can
decide which video segment with which quality, is the best option to be delivered
to the user. Existing approaches to video segments delivery through HLS protocol
based on the anticipated data rate can be divided into long anticipation horizon and
short anticipation horizon [8].
In long anticipation horizon, it is assumed that the data rate is anticipated for
the complete duration of the video. One of the algorithms that can be used in long
anticipation horizon is Fill Algorithm, which is designed to prevent fixed buffer size
shortcomings [7]. This algorithm uses each time slot’s data rate for input parameters,
repeating over all the time slots and in case of availability of required data rate,
buffer the video segments to the user with the best quality. Otherwise the algo-
rithm decreases the video quality by buffering more video segments with lower quality.
Figure 7, shows the main structure of Fill Algorithm. anticipateUserRates(u)
returns a user’s anticipated data rates for all time slots considering channel antici-
pation and radio resource scheduler. Figure 8 represents the scheduleSegment.
Based on the available data rate in the time slot, there are two possible different
operations.
Figure 7: Fill Scheduler Algorithm [7]
If there is sufficient data rate at the current time stamp for downloading a new
video segment, the Fill algorithm downloads the maximum quality available video
segment. This operation keeps the minimum number of video segments in the buffer
as long as there is no need to pre download video segments for future time slots with
9low data rate. If the Fill algorithm, during the iteration process, finds the anticipated
data rate in time slot t insufficient for downloading even the lowest quality video
segment, the schedule for one or more time slots before time slot t has to be changed
to pre download more video segments before time slot t [7].
Figure 8: Fill Scheduler flowchart [7]
The following helper functions are used in the algorithm 2 in Figure 9.
• getBestQuality(Q, c)
Based on the anticipated available data rate c, returns the best available quality
of the video segment (out of Q), and for insufficient data rate even for lowest
quality video segment, returns FALSE
• getBestQualityRange(Q, n, c)
Based on the available data rate c and the n segments to be downloaded, returns
the best possible quality of video segment (out of Q), and for insufficient data
rate even for lowest quality video segment, returns FALSE
10
Figure 9: ScheduleSegment Algorithm [7]
• getSegmentsForQuality(q, c)
Considering the available data rate c and the quality q for video segments,
returns the number of downloadable segments
• schedule(u, s, t, q) Schedules the download of segment s for user u at time t
with quality q
In short anticipation horizon, the assumption is that predicted data rate is only
available for a limited number of future time slots. Figure 10 represents the short
horizon algorithm. In this algorithm, cc is the data rate for the current time slot and
Cp is the anticipated data rate for the future time slots. The mechanism for this
algorithm is that it downloads additional video segments at the current time slot if
it will not be possible to download video segments in future time slots. s and k are
the number of downloaded video segments and number of played segments so far,
respectively [8].
11
Figure 10: Short anticipation horizon algorithm [8]
Below is the description for the helper functions used in the algorithm.
• bestquality(c)
Returns the best downloadable quality for a segment with anticipated available
data rates c, or -1 if there is not enough data rate even for the lowest quality
• bestqualitymulti(c, n)
Returns the best possible quality in which n segments can be downloaded with
anticipated available data rate c
• schedule(s, q)
Schedules the download of segment s with quality q for the current time slot.
These algorithms are part of the literature review about anticipatory mobile
networks and in this thesis no algorithm will be used.
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3 System Model
Many studies are performed to model users’ mobility behavior with different aims
such as improving location-based services [22][23] and more efficient mobile marketing
[24]. The goal of this thesis is to calculate the probability of the estimated time to
deliver a specific amount of data to the user in future based on the user’s historical
behavioral data and network statistics. To reach this goal, user location at each time
slot and available bitrate to the user at that location should be anticipated. System
model which is used in this thesis is based on two prediction parts. First part is the
prediction of the user’s location on the network at each time slot in the future, i.e.
users mobility behavior. The second part of the system model is prediction of the
total available bits to the user at each time slot in the future. Free radio resource and
spectral efficiency are the network parameters which are determinative of the deliver-
able bits to the user at each time. Therefore, the second part of the system model
consists of predicting the two aforementioned parameters at each location at each time.
In this chapter, first a framework for modeling user mobility behaviour to predict
the user location in future, is defined. Then, a model to predict total available bits
to the user at each time and location in the future will be derived, and after that
a framework for calculating the probability of the total available bits to the user
is presented. After these stages, an approach to find the probability of the time
required to deliver a specific amount of data to the user in the future will be defined.
3.1 User Location Prediction
At first, to design a model, the required parameters should be described. For
determining the parameters, it should be known what specifications are required
to be modeled. For modeling the temporal pattern of the user, recorded histor-
ical data of user presence at each location and time stamp, are key parameters.
Let us assume U = {u1, u2, u3, ..., un} is the set of users and n is the number of
users. L = {l1, l2, l3, ..., lm} is the set of locations and m is the number of locations.
T = {t1, t2, t3, ..., tk} is the set of time stamps, and each member of this set, indicates
a specific time in historical data. Based on the defined sets, each observation is
described by three parameters, user, location and time, which can be represented as
< ui, lj, tz >∈ O . O is the set of observations in historical data. Hu,t is the set of
observations which belongs to user ui at location lj before time t.
Given observed historical data Hu,t, the presence probability distribution of the
user ui, at location lj at time tz can be presented by [25]:
P (cu = lj | tz, Hu,t) (1)
where
Hu,t = {< ui, lj, tz >|< ui, lj, tz >∈ O, ui = u, tz < t}. (2)
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and cu is the presence location of the user.
Human mobility has a cyclic temporal continuity characteristic. For example
a user usually spend the working hours (8:00 -16:00) of the day around a specific
geographical area. This characteristic makes it possible to guess unobserved tempo-
ral specification using historical temporal patterns, which are the observed human
mobility pattern [25] [22] [23]. This cyclic temporal patterns can be used for user
temporal pattern prediction.
Since user mobility behavior can be considered as an stochastic process[25], tem-
poral features of user’s mobility pattern are sparse in the large temporal feature space.
Therefore, prediction accuracy can be prone to an impressive effect due to unobserved
features. As user’s mobility pattern has a temporal continuity, unobserved temporal
features can be estimated from observed temporal pattern [25].
For example, based on the observed temporal data, user had been at a specific
library at 17:00 and 18:00 many times, but no data recorded for user presence at 17:30
at that library. This pattern can indicate a high probability of the user’s presence at
that library at 17:30 in the future, even if the user had not been observed at 17:30 in
that library in historical observation data [25].
Applying Bayes’ rule, the Eq.(1) can be reformed to
P (cu = lj | tz, Hu,t)
∝ P (tz | cu = lj, Hu,t)P (cu = lj | Hu,t) (3)
P (cu = lj | Hu,t) is the location distribution or spatial state of the user ui by
knowing his/her historical presence data without considering temporal information.
P (tz | cu = lj, Hu,t) is the temporal state distribution of the user ui, knowing his/her
observed presence data at location lj [25] [26].
Before predicting the user presence probability, it should be known how it is
possible to find a solution to model temporal data of the user at each location. By
considering temporal state of the user in one specific location and the assumption
that the probability of the user presence at time tz is only relevant to the location of
the user at time tz [26]:
P (tz | cu = lj, Hu,t) = P (tz | cu = l) (4)
Following the above consideration, Eq.(4) can be rewritten as
P (cu = lj | tz, Hu,t)
∝ P (tz | cu = lj, Hu,t)P (cu = lj | Hu,t)
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= P (tz | cu = l)P (cu = lj | Hu,t) (5)
Figure 11 is a sample of visiting frequency of the user at various times of the day
at a specific location and Figure 12 is the corresponding estimated Gaussian distri-
bution of user presence probability at location lj. As it can be seen, the figure has a
distribution very similar to Gaussian distribution. This conclusion is the result of the
analysis in [26] which is done on users data provided by Nokia Mobile Data Challenge.
Figure 11: User visit frequency at different times at location lj during a day
By this knowledge, it can be assumed that user presence at a specific location
during a day can be modeled by a Gaussian distribution. Hence, to find the presence
probability of the user at a specific time and a given location a Gaussian distribution
can be used [26]:
P (tz | cu = lj) = NL(tz | µtz , σ2tz) (6)
where µtz and σtz are the mean and variance of the Gaussian distribution. By
knowing the µtz and σtz , the joint probability of historical data can be written as
[26]:
P (t(h) | µtz , σ2tz , l) =
VL∏
z=1
NL(tz | µtz , σ2tz) (7)
=
VL∏
z=1
1√
(2piσ2tz)
1
2
exp{− 12σ2tz
(t(h)− µtz)2} (8)
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Figure 12: The smoothed user visit probability at different times at location lj
during a day
VL is the total number of the visits conducted by the user at location lj. tz is
the time in which the visit has happened. For obtaining the µtz and σ2tz , the above
log likelihood should be maximized. For this purpose, the EM algorithm can be a
suitable solution [27].
3.1.1 Gaussian Mixture Model and EM Algorithm in Location Predic-
tion
A Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) defines a probability density function which
is created by summation of weighted Gaussian components. This powerful model
has attained great popularity in many engineering and science disciplines, such as
speech recognition and soft clustering. Besides, GMM is an effective solution to
estimate a function from data where two or more Gaussian density components are
mixed in different proportions. This property of Gaussian Mixture Model gives it the
capability to appropriately describe many types of physical data, and thus making
it possible to decompose the Gaussian mixture distribution into context dependent
components.
Suppose random variable x has a Gaussian mixture distribution. Its PDF is
determined by weighted superposition of Gaussians as
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p(x) =
K∑
k=1
PkN (x | µk, σk) (9)
where Pk represents mixture weight of kth Gaussian component that must satisfy the
following condition and sum up to unity,
K∑
k=1
Pk = 1
andN (x | µk, σk) denotes Gaussian distribution parametrized by (µk, σk). Moreover,
the number of mixtures is determined with accordance to the structure of the data
and problem. For example, AIC (Akaike Information Criterion) and BIC (Bayesian
Information Criterion)are two techniques developed based on information from the-
oretical approach to determine the number of mixtures in GMM. However, it is
possible to use customized techniques based on the problem to be solved and the
type of data to be modeled. The technique used in this thesis will be explained later.
By formulating the Gaussian Mixture Model in terms of discrete random variables,
it is feasible to solve GMM problems via EM algorithm, where the model depends
on unobserved latent variables. Assume a binary random variable ZK , the latent
variable is embedded in the GMM model, where Zk = 1 and the other components
are equal to zero. Clearly zk elements are drawn from 0, 1. It can be inferred that
mixing weights are related to random variables z as shown in the following equation:
P (zk = 1) = Pk
where
sumKk=1zk = 1
Also the probability distribution of P (z) is written as:
P (z) =
K∏
k=1
P zkk
and the condition distribution of x, given zk is a Gaussian written as:
P (X | z) =
K∏
k=1
N (x | µk, σk)zk
As a result, the probability distribution of x can be obtained by marginalization
of P (x, z) in the form of
P (x) =
∑
Z
P (z)P (x | z) =
K∑
k=1
PkN (x | µk, σk)
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In order to estimate the parameters of Gaussian Mixtures, the log likelihood is
maximized with respect to parameters including means, covariances and weighting
coefficients. One powerful and elegant method to find these parameters of Gaussian
mixture model is Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm. EM algorithm can
be used to find the maximum likelihood for models with latent variables. Dempster
[28], formulated the convergence and proposed the term Expectation Maximization
(EM) algorithm. EM algorithm has been widely utilized in many areas such as
signal processing, pattern recognition, and econometric where latent variables affect
outcomes of physical phenomena.
A major complication in majority of parameters estimation problems is the im-
possibility of direct access to the data or that part of the data which is missing. The
EM algorithm is ideally developed to deal with the problems of this kind. The EM
algorithm estimates parameters in an iterative approach with two steps:
1. Expectation step: The expected value of the log likelihood function is com-
puted with respect to z given x, through the current estimate of unknown
parameters θ and observed data.
Q(θ | θ(t)) = Ez|x,θ(t) [logL(θ;x, z)] (10)
2. Maximization step: the maximum likelihood estimate of the parameters is
computed using the data provided by the expectation step.
θ(t+1) = argmaxQ(θ | θ(t)) (11)
The strong capacity of Expectation Maximization algorithm in dealing with
estimation problems with latent variables, brings this idea that it can resolve the
estimation problem of Gaussian Mixture Models. In addition, it must be emphasized
that EM algorithm does not guarantee the convergence to global maximum of log
likelihood when there are multi local maxima.
The necessary steps to perform EM algorithm on Gaussian Mixtures are:
1. Initialize the means µk, covariances σk and weighting coefficients pk and evaluate
the initial value of the log likelihood.
2. E Step: Compute conditional probabilities P (zk = 1 | xn) using the current
parameter estimates
P (Zk = 1 | xn) = Pk N (xn | µk, σk)∑K
j=1 PjN (xn | µj, σj)
(12)
3. M Step: Compute the new parameter estimates using the current conditional
probabilities
µnewk =
1
N
N∑
n=1
P (Zk = 1 | xn)xn (13)
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σnewk =
1
Nk
N∑
n=1
P (Zk = 1 | xn)(xn − µnewk )(xn − µnewk )T (14)
where
Nk =
N∑
n=1
P (Zk = 1 | xn)
4. Evaluate the log likelihood
Eval(µnew, σnew, P new) = lnP (X | µnew, σnew, P new) =
N∑
n=1
ln{
K∑
k=1
P newk N (xn | µknew, σknew)} (15)
and check whether the convergence condition is satisfied, if not return to step
2.
User’s mobility pattern during a day shows a periodic movement between specific
most visited places, such as home and work, during certain time durations [26].
Comparing this definition with the assumption of the user mobility pattern at a
location during a day, which is similar to a Gaussian distribution and is illustrated
in Figure 12, it can be more accurate if the user mobility pattern modeled by mix
of Gaussian distributions during a day. Each one of these Gaussian distributions
is centered at a certain time duration. For more accuracy in prediction of the user
presence probability at a specific location and time in future, user temporal pattern
in a day can be assumed as a mixture of K Gaussian distributions, with each one
being simulated by Eq.(9) with its own specific µ and σ [25] [27].
After finding µ and σ for each of K Gaussian distributions, it is possible to
regenerate the user presence probability during one day at one specific location l
using Eq.(17)[25].
P (tz, cu = lj, Hu,t) ∼
K∑
i=1
AiN (tz | µi,lj , σi,lj) (16)
K is the number of Gaussian distributions, whose mixture generate the user
temporal pattern in one day. Ai is the ith Gaussian distribution maximum power.
µi,lj and σi,lj are the mean and variance of the ith Gaussian distribution at location
lj, respectively.
Figure 13 presents another example of smoothed Gaussian distribution of user
presence probability at a different time during a day and at one specific location
lj. From the figure, it can be assumed that the user presence probability can be
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Figure 13: The smoothed user visit probability at different times during a day
approximated with mix of three Gaussian distribution [25].
Figure 14 shows an example of three Gaussian distribution that can be Gaussian
distributions compositions of Figure 13, each one with its own specific µ and σ. In
this example K = 3.
By extracting µ and σ for each of these Gaussian distribution components, user
presence probability at each location can be modeled. This model includes the user
cyclic movement pattern.
To find each of this µ and σ, EM algorithm is used and the results are substituted
in Eq.(17).
As mentioned, EM algorithm has 4 steps. By substituting parameters defined in
system model into EM algorithm, the Expectation and Maximization steps can be
rewritten as:
E Step: Evaluating posterior probabilities:
Pz,k =
pikN (tz | µk, σk)∑K
k=1 pikN (tz | µk, σk)
(17)
M Step: Re-estimating the parameters using computed parameters:
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Figure 14: The smoothed user visit probability at different times during a day
µnewk =
1
T
T∑
z=1
Pz,ktz (18)
σnewk =
1
T
T∑
z=1
Pz,k(tz − µnewk )(tz − µnewk )T (19)
pinewk =
Tk
T
(20)
where
Tk =
T∑
z=1
Pz,k (21)
In the above formulas, each time slot tz belongs to the triple < ui, lj, tz >. T is
the total number of time slots in one day. In this example, the accuracy is based on
hour and T = 24, meaning that the location of the user is sampled at every 1 hour.
Tk is the number of time slots for each of the Gaussian distribution components, it
means Tk is equal to the time duration in which user presence at a specific location
can modeled by an individual Gaussian distribution. In Figure 14 example, Tk = 8.
After EM algorithm calculations are done, the result is K new µ and σ, which
are the estimated µ and σ for user predicted mobility pattern distribution at one
specific location.
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After doing all the above mentioned stages for each location, the presence proba-
bility of the user at each location l will be available.
3.2 User Total Available Bits Prediction
As it is explained above, predicting the amount of deliverable bits to the user at each
time slot and location in the future, requires the predicted value of spectral efficiency
and free radio resource at each time slot and location.
Multiplication of Spectral efficiency and free radio resource at each time slot and
location results in total available bits to the user at that time slot and location. To
predict these two parameters, linear prediction method is used. In the following
subsections, spectral efficiency and free radio resource are explained briefly. The
linear prediction is explained and used to predict the spectral efficiency and free
radio resource.
3.2.1 Spectral Efficiency Prediction
Spectral efficiency which is measured by bits per second per hertz (bps/Hz), repre-
sents how efficient the radio spectrum is being used. Knowing spectral efficiency and
available bandwidth, it is possible to calculate the available data rate to the user. In
another words, spectral efficiency multiplied by the used bandwidth in a cell, is the
cell throughput.
Figure 15: Performance targets for LTE, Advanced-LTE, and IMT-Advanced [9].
Spectral efficiency can be influenced by different factors such as access technology,
signal to noise ratio (SNR), modulation and coding scheme and number of antennas
[29]. Figure 15 shows an example of spectral efficiency targets for 4G [9].
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For predicting the spectral efficiency for a location in future, Linear Prediction
method is used, which is explained in next subsection based on [30]. It should be
explained that predicting spectral efficiency is a wide topic itself and can be done
by many solutions whose detailed explanations are beyond the scope of this thesis.
Therefore, the assumption here is that the historical value of spectral efficiency at
each time slot and each location is measured and available.
As mentioned before, human mobility has a cyclic temporal continuity character-
istic and as the users presence affects parameters such as SNR, it is assumed that the
cyclic temporal continuity characteristic can be seen in spectral efficiency. Thus, it is
possible to reconstruct the values of spectral efficiency at different locations during a
day, based on the historical data which is supposed to be the samples of the spectral
efficiency.
3.2.2 Linear Prediction
Early works on linear prediction theory was developed by Kolmogorov on the con-
cepts of extrapolation of discrete time random processes. Further extensions of this
work on multivariate processes were initiated by Levinson and Wiener. Nowadays,
Linear Prediction is a fundamental theory in signal processing, speech processing and
modeling of dynamic systems where it is used to predict the discrete time signal as a
linear function of its past values. In this part, the goal is to discuss the equations
and theory of linear prediction in detail.
Suppose x(n) is wide sense stationary signal where the objective is to predict
the value of x(n) via a linear combination of N most recent samples. The common
formulation of linear prediction has the form:
x̂P (n) =
P∑
i=1
aix(n− i) (22)
where p is a positive integer representing the prediction order, ai denotes the prediction
coefficients, and x̂(n) is the estimated signal value. The prediction is defined as
e(n) = x(n)− x̂P (n) (23)
which represents the difference between true and estimated signal values.
The primary objective is to find the optimal prediction coefficients which can be
obtained via minimizing mean square predication error ξ, expressed as:
ξ = E[| e(n) |2] (24)
Besides, the prediction error e(n) can be redefined as the output response of a
FIR filter A(z) to input signal x(n). The FIR transfer function is given by:
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A(z) = 1−
N∑
i=1
aiz
−i (25)
In order to reconstruct x(n) from prediction error e(n), the IIR filter 1
A(z) is utilized.
Thus, linear prediction facilitates estimation of signal x(n) from a set of prediction
coefficients ai. The optimal coefficients can be obtained through differentiating mean
square error with respect to prediction coefficients ai:
∂ξ
∂ai
= 0 i 6 i 6 P (26)
which is equivalent to the fact that optimal coefficients are defined such that prediction
error is orthogonal to x(n− i) .
E[e(n)x(n− i)] = 0 i 6 i 6 P (27)
this can be summarized into normal equation:
P∑
k=1
akr(i− k) = r(i) (28)
where
r(i) = E[x(n)x(n− i)] (29)
which denotes the autocorrelation of x(n). The normal equations can be rewritten
in matrix as
r(0) r(1) r(2) . . . r(p− 1)
r(1) r(0) r(1) . . . r(p− 2)
r(2) r(1) r(0) . . . r(p− 3)
...
...
... . . .
...
r(p− 1) r(p− 2) r(p− 3) . . . r(0)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
R

a1
a2
a3
...
ap
 =

r(1)
r(2)
r(3)
...
r(p)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
r
or
Ra = r (30)
Thereafter, the auto regression matrix R and r are formed, and prediction
coefficients can be obtained using inverse matrix of autocorrelation multiplied by
r. In addition, the prediction coefficients can be obtained without costly inversion
of regression coefficients via Levinson-Durbin algorithm. The main condition to
find optimal coefficients is non-singularity of autocorrelation matrix R. Moreover,
the autocorrelation matrix R is a Toeplitz matrix. Also, the FIR filter A(z) has
minimum phase property where all its zeros zk are inside the unit circle, leading to
stable IIR filter 1
A(z) .
Relying on the explanation of linear prediction, for constructing a predicted ver-
sion of a series of values based on the samples, first, the prediction coefficients should
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be found. This can be done by autocorrelation matrix Ŝl(tz) and using Wiener–Hopf
equation Ra = r [31].
Considering Ŝl(tz) as the spectral efficiency at location l at time tz, and
r(i) = E[Sl(tz)− Sl(tz−1)] (31)
as the autocorrelation function, the prediction coefficients ai can be found as the
above matrix.
Using known prediction coefficients ai and substituting the model parameters
into the linear prediction formula, the predicted values of the spectral efficiency can
be calculated by:
Ŝl(tz) =
Tk∑
i=1
aiS(tz−1) (32)
where Ŝl(tz) is the predicted value of spectral efficiency at location l and time tz. Tk
is the duration of the time in historical data, which is assumed as the prediction order.
Figure 16, shows an example of spectral efficiency at location l during one day
and its predicted values using the prediction coefficients and linear prediction method.
Figure 16: Historical spectral efficiency values and their predicted values during one
day with accuracy of one hour
In Figure 16, the accuracy of prediction is one hour, means for a day the number
of measured values is 24 and Tk, assumed as prediction order, is 24. By predicting the
spectral efficiency for each 30 minutes instead of 1 hour, the accuracy of prediction
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Figure 17: Historical spectral efficiency values and their predicted values during one
day with accuracy 30 minutes
order changes from 24 to 48. As can be seen in Figure 17, which illustrates the
spectral efficiency historical values and predicted values with accuracy of 30 minutes,
the linear prediction can better follow the fluctuation of the samples values.
This becomes more clear when changing the prediction order to 288 corresponding
to a 5-minute accuracy. Figure 18 shows spectral efficiency sample values and their
predicted values during a day with the accuracy of 5 minutes.
3.2.3 Available Resource Prediction
Available free resource to the user in this model is radio resource which is measured in
seconds times hertz (seconds ∗ hertz). Figure 19 shows an example of LTE resource
block.
The prediction method used in this model for available resource at a specific time
and location in the future is Linear Prediction which is the same method applied for
prediction of spectral efficiency.
By considering R̂l(tz) as the available resource at location l at time tz, r(i) =
E[Rl(tz)−Rl(tz−1)] is the autocorrelation function and the prediction coefficients ai
can be found through the mentioned matrix.
By substituting the model parameters and calculated prediction coefficients ai
into the linear prediction formula, the predicted values of the spectral efficiency can
be calculated by:
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Figure 18: Historical spectral efficiency values and their predicted values during one
day with the accuracy 5 minutes
R̂l(tz) =
Tk∑
i=1
aiR(tz−i) (33)
where R̂l(tz) is the predicted value of spectral efficiency at location l and time tz,
and Tk is the duration of the time in historical data, (taken as the prediction order).
Figure 19: LTE downlink physical resource in a time-frequency grid [10].
Figure 20 and 21 show examples of historical radio resource samples with their
predicted values using linear prediction. Figure 20 has an accuracy of one hour with
24 values and Figure 21 has an accuracy of 5 minutes with 288 values.
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Figure 20: Historical free available resource values and their predicted values during
one day with an accuracy of hour.
Figure 21: Historical free available resource values and their predicted values during
one day with the accuracy of 5 minutes.
3.2.4 Total Available Bits to User
For calculating the total predicted bits that can be available to the user at location l
and time tz, spectral efficiency and available free resource at location l and time tz,
should be multiplied together.
Bl(tz) = Sl(tz)×Rl(tz) (34)
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where Bl(tz) is the total available bits to the user at location l at time tz. Total
available bits unit is bit as:
(
bit
sec
hz
)× (sec ∗ hz) = (bit)
Figure 22 shows an example of total available bits to the user at location l during
one day with accuracy of one hour. This figure is the multiplication of values in
Figure 16 and Figure 20.
Figure 22: Total available bits to user at different times during a day, calculated by
historical data and its predicted values.
3.3 User Available Bits Probability
At this stage, user presence probability and total received bits available to the user
at specific time tz and location l in the future is predicted already. Now it is possible
to calculate the probability of the total available bits to the user at any time tz. It
can be considered as PMF (Probability Mass Function) of total available bits to the
user at any time tz.
It should be noted that as the total received bits value at any time tz is a countable
set, since the number of variables is equal to the number of locations, PMF should
be used instead of PDF.
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General form of probability mass function of discrete random variable X with
countable range of Rx = x1, x2, x3, ..., Xn , is in the function-form below:
Px(xk) = P (X = xk) k = 1, 2, 3, ..., n (35)
Two main properties of mass functions are [32]:
0 6 Px(xk) 6 1 for all x∑
xk∈Rx P (xk) = 1
For calculating the PMF of total available bits to the user at time tz, Eq.(33) can be
rewritten as:
PBl(tz)(Lj) = Pr(L = Lj) (36)
where Lj indicates the probability of the user being at location j.
Figure 23 illustrates an example of a PMF diagram of discrete distribution func-
tion X1 at time tz, which is assumed as the distribution function of total available
bits to the user at time tz. If the X and Y axes assume the amount of total available
bits to the user and their probabilities respectively, Figure 23 can be considered as
PMF of total available bits to the user at time tz regardless of user’s location.
Figure 23: PMF for descret variable series X1 at time tz
Using the PMF of time tz, it is possible to create the CDF of total available bits
to the user at time tz, which is shown in Figure 24.
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Figure 24: CDF of total available bits to the user at time tz
Based on the above description, for each time slot tz, there can be a PMF of total
received bits representing the probability of total amount of bits deliverable to the
user at each location. Usually the result for only one time slot is not useful rather it
is required that the total amount of bits that can be delivered to the user during a
specific time duration be calculated.
For calculating the total available bits to the user at a duration of time tk =
∑K
i=1 ti,
which is called time window in this model, it is necessary to find the distribution
function of discrete variable tk. As tk is the sum of two or more independent discrete
functions, the convolution of those functions is the distribution function of tk [33].
If one assumes A(x) and B(x) as distribution functions of independent random
variables X and Y , Z = X + Y and C(x) be the distribution function of Z, then
P (Z = z) =
∞∑
j=−∞
P (X = k)P (Y = z − j) (37)
and the distribution function of C(x) = A(x) × B(x) which is the convolution of
A(x) and B(x) is [33]:
C(x) =
∑
(j)
A(j)B(x− j) (38)
where j is represents the time duration in which convolution is done.
By substituting the model parameter into Eq.(36), and considering mj as the
distribution function of total available bits probability to the user at time t(j) the
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distribution function of tk =
∑2
i=1 ti can be written as:
tk(x) =
∑
B
m1(B)m2(x−B) (39)
If tk contains more than two independent discrete functions, the convolution
result of the first two functions should be convolved with the third function and so
on till the last time slot.
Figure 25 illustrates an example of a PMF diagram of discrete distribution func-
tion X2, which is assumed as the distribution function of total available bits to the
user at time tz+1.
Figure 25: PMF for descret variable series X2 at time tz+1
Figure 26 shows an example of convolution of distribution functions X1 and X2
(plotted in Figure 23 and Figure 25). In fact, Figure 26 presents the distribution
function of total available bits to the user at time window tk = tz + tz+1.
Now it is possible to find the CDF of total bits received by the user during time
window tk, using the distribution function of tk. Figure 27 shows an example of CDF
of total bits received by the user which is plotted as PMF in Figure 26.
Comparing the CDF of total available bits to the user at time tz and during time
window tk = tz + tz+1 in Figure 28, shows that the delivery probability of a specific
number of bits to the user in time window tk, is less than time slot tz. This does not
represents a good interpretation of the model as the delivery probability of a specific
number of bits to the user in time window tk should be more than time slot tz. For
having a better interpretation for the model, complementary cumulative distribution
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Figure 26: Convolution of two discrete probability distribution of X1 and X2 at
time window tk = tz + tz+1
Figure 27: CDF of total received bits to user time window tk = tz + tz+1
function (CCDF) should be used.
CCDF, also known as survival function [34], shows the survival of the system be-
yond a specific time and can be calculated by complementing the CDF which is 1-CDF.
Figure 29 shows the CCDF of total available bits to the user at time tz and during
time window tk = tz + tz+1.
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Figure 28: CDF of total received bits to user at time tz and time window
tk = tz + tz+1
Figure 29: CCDF of total available bits to user at time tz and time window
tk = tz + tz+1
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4 Simulation Model
In the previous chapter a framework model was suggested. In this chapter, the
suggested model is used to predict the probability of the required time to transfer a
specific amount of data to the user in future, relying on a real life scenario for a user.
The presumed real life scenario in this model is based on the routine daily route of a
student or an employee.
As there was no access to real historical data, in this thesis the historical data are
generated based on a real life scenario. For simplicity, the general assumption in this
model and all the simulations is that the network is going to serve only one user and
its behavior is separated into 3 main parts during a day based on a real life scenario
of a normal employee or student. The user is usually at home during 00:00 to 08:00
and at work or university during 08:00 to 16:00. From 16:00 to 00:00 it is more possi-
ble that the user be at home or around city for different events or activity, than at work.
As a balance between simplicity and good accuracy, the presence probabilities,
spectral efficiency and available free resource are considered to be fixed and roughly
the same for each 5 minutes. It means the samples and estimations are done for each
5 minutes. Therefore, t(h) = tz = {5, 10, 15, ...} where z = {1, 2, 3, ...}.
4.1 Simulating Predicted User Location
Based on the scenario, the network has 2 main cells, and each cell is called a location
and thus L = {l1, l2}. Whenever the user is not at any of these locations, it is con-
sidered that the user is out of range and cannot be served by the network. Location
l1 is considered as a residential place and most of the buildings in that location
are homes and apartments. Location l2 is considered as the administrative section
which mostly consists of organizational buildings, companies, university, and similar
buildings. Hence, at each time tz the user location has only three probabilities, being
at location l1, location l2 or out of network range.
Considering the facts and conclusion in Section 3.1, user presence during a day
at a specific location follows a mix of a few Gaussian distributions and it is modeled
by GMM. To find the proper µ and σ to create the GMM, the EM algorithm is used
which requires initial µ and σ for each Gaussian distribution. These initial µ and
σ should be selected from the historical presence probability of the user. Different
techniques can be used to find these initial µ and σ, for example, for each period of
time, the time stamp which has the highest presence probability can be used as the
initial µ . The initial σ can be considered as the variation in the range of visiting
frequency before and after the time stamp which is considered as the initial µ.
As mentioned in the beginning of this chapter, the daily mobility pattern of the
user consists of 3 main sub-patterns based on the time of day. The assumption in
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Figure 30: User presence probability during one day at different locations based on
the historical data
this scenario is that the center time stamp of each of these sub-patterns can be used
as the initial µ, and the initial σ is based on the variation in the range of visiting
frequency before and after the initial µ.
Figure 30 shows the user historical presence probability during a day at locations
l1, l2 and being of out network range.
As can be seen in Figure 30, during a day, for each location, three main Gaussian
distributions can be recognized with µ at 4, 12 and 20. They can be used as the
initial µ values for each location. Based on the checking frequency of the user around
these µ values, three approximate values can be selected randomly for σ.
By assuming
µ1,1 = 4, σ1,1 = 1.5 µ1,2 = 12, σ1,2 = 3 µ1,3 = 20, σ1,3 = 2
µ2,1 = 4, σ2,1 = 3 µ2,2 = 12, σ2,2 = 1.5 µ2,3 = 20, σ3,3 = 2
µ3,1 = 4, σ3,1 = 3 µ3,2 = 12, σ3,2 = 2.5 µ3,3 = 20, σ3,3 = 1.5
as the initial µ and σ values for each Gaussian at each location and using EM
algorithm, Equations 27 to 31, the estimated µ and σ values are:
µnew1,1 = 3.98, σnew1,1 = 1.37 µnew1,2 = 12.5, σnew1,2 = 2.87
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µnew1,3 = 19.34, σnew1,3 = 2.3
µnew2,1 = 3.92, σnew2,1 = 3.08 µnew2,2 = 12.08, σnew2,2 = 1.49
µnew2,3 = 20.08, σnew3,3 = 1.63
µnew3,1 = 3.82, σnew3,1 = 3.4 µnew3,2 = 12.27, σnew3,2 = 2.5
µnew3,3 = 20.11, σnew3,3 = 1.33
where each µi,j and σi,j belong to jth Gaussian at location i.
Comparing the initial and estimated values for each µi,j and σi,j , proves that the
EM algorithm output is accurate enough for estimating the presence probability of
the user.
Figures 31, 32 and 33 represent the user presence probability during a day based
on the historical data and the estimated values at each location.
Figure 31: User presence probability during one day at l1 based on the historical
data and its estimated values.
The last step for this part is normalizing the presence probability of the user for
each tz. Figure 34 shows the normalized user presence probability at each location.
4.2 Simulating Predicted Spectral Efficiency
The assumption about time and locations in the previous part are considered for
Spectral Efficiency prediction. The additional assumption here is that location l2, as
administrative area, provides higher spectral efficiency than l1, as residential area,
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Figure 32: User presence probability during one day at l2 based on the historical
data and its estimated values.
Figure 33: User being ou of range probability during one day based on the historical
data and its estimated values.
and it results in higher data rate to the user.
As it was suggested in Section 3.2, the linear prediction method is used for pre-
diction of spectral efficiency values in the future by sampling from network historical
spectral efficiency statistics.
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Figure 34: Normalized user presence probability for for each tz
by substituting simulation model values into Eq.(33), it can be rewritten as:
Ŝl(tz) =
864∑
i=1
aiS(tz−1)
where Tk = 864, as 24 hours includes 288 five-minute intervals, and for more accuracy,
historical data for 3 days is used for sampling. Prediction coefficients ai can be found
by using the autocorrelation function in Eq.(32)and auto regression matrix R.
Figures 35, 36, and 37 illustrate the historical spectral efficiency values of network
N and the predicted values at locations l2 for the 3 different days in a row used for
sampling.
By comparing the predicted values and the historical values for each day, it can
be seen that the linear prediction method with 3 days sampling has the proper
accuracy for model simulation. although, more accurate predictions are achieved
when using more number of days for sampling. The proper accuracy here is estimated
by simulating the prediction with different sampling numbers, and 3 days are chosen
as a good trade off between complexity and accuracy. Based on the data types and
usage of linear prediction, the proper sampling number may be vary.
For location l2, the same method had been used and Figure 38, shows the third
sample day values and the predicted values for spectral efficiency.
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Figure 35: Historical spectral efficiency values for the first day and predicted
spectral efficiency values based on 3 days for location l1
Figure 36: Historical spectral efficiency values for the second day and predicted
spectral efficiency values based on 3 days for location l1
4.3 Simulating Predicted Available Resource
The entire assumption and methodology for predicting the radio resource are the
same as spectral efficiency. By substituting simulation model values into Eq.(34), it
can be rewritten as:
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Figure 37: Historical spectral efficiency values for the third day and predicted
spectral efficiency values based on 3 days for location l1
Figure 38: Historical spectral efficiency values for the third day and predicted
spectral efficiency values based on 3 days for location l2
R̂l(tz) =
864∑
i=1
aiR(tz−1)
Figure 39 and 40 belong to historical and predicted available resource at locations
l1 and l2 respectively.
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Figure 39: Historical available free resource values for the third day and predicted
available free resource values based on 3 days for location l1
Figure 40: Historical available free resource values for the third day and predicted
available free resource values based on 3 days for location l2
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5 Experimental Results
In Chapter 4, all the required parameters and values for calculating the probability
of the total available bits to the user in the future were estimated. In this chapter,
the probability of the total available bits to the user in future and the probability of
the required time to deliver a specific amount of data to the user is calculated.
5.1 Predicted Total Available Bits
Following the described methodology in the Chapter 4, the total available bits the
user at each time and location is the multiplication of the free resource and spectral
efficiency at that time and location.
Until now, the predicted spectral efficiency and available resource for different
times tz and different locations l1 and l2 are computed. Figure 41 illustrates the total
available bits to the user at locations l1 and l2 based on Eq.(35), where l = {1, 2}
and l = {1, 2}
Figure 41: Predicted total available bits to the user during a day.
5.2 Probability of Total Available Bits
Based on the explanation of the previous chapter, it is possible to create a PMF of
total available bits to the user for each time tz. Figure 42, shows an example of PMF
for time t(120) indicating the time interval 10:00-10:05, considering the assumption
that t1 = 00:00-00:05 and each tz is equal to 5 minutes. Figure 43 shows the PMF
for time t(121) corresponding to 10:05-10:10.
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Figure 42: PMF of total available bits to user at time 10:00 to 10:05
Figure 43: PMF of total available bits to user at time 10:05 to 10:10
By convolving these two PMF, the PMF of total available bits to the user during
a 10-minute time window, Tk = 10, can be calculated. Convolving these PMF for
each time slot tz, makes it possible to find the CCDF of total available bits during
different time windows.
Figure 44 represents the CCDF of total available bits to the user during Tk = 30
min to Tk = 240 min as an example.
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Figure 44: Probability of total available bits to the user during different times
windows from 00:00 to 04:00
The presented CCDFs in Figure 44 belong to a 4-hour time duration divided to
30-minute to 240-minute time windows starting at 00:00. Figure 45 shows the CCDF
of total available bits to the user in time windows with the same durations but it
starts at 14:00.
Figure 45: Probability of total available bits to the user during different times
windows from 14:00 to 18:00
Comparing Figures 44 and 45 shows that the starting time of delivering data
has a significant effect on the probability of total bits that can be delivered to the
user. For example, the probability of delivering 20 GB of data to the user during 180
minutes, is about 20% if it starts at 14:00 and it is around 60.5% if it starts at 00:00.
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5.3 Delivery Time Prediction
In this chapter, 3 sample files with volumes of 4.5, 9 and 22.5 GB, which are similar
to a 2-hour HD movie, 4-hour extended version of a HD movie and a 2-hour UHD
movie are given to the system to predict the probability of the time duration required
to transfer this amount of data to the user.
Figure 46: Delivery time probability for 4.5, 9 and 22.5 GB of data, starts at 00:00
Figures 46 and 47, presents the delivery time probability if starting at 00:00 and
10:00, respectively.
It can be seen that the system is capable of transferring a 4.5 GB HD movie
by 100% in 9 hours if delivery starts 00:00 and in 13.5 hours to transfer 22.5 GB
UHD movie by 100%. Transferring a UHD movie in 3 hours is risky as its delivery
probability is 37%.
Another type of analysis that can be done based on Figure 46 is finding the
duration of time for transferring a specific amount of data with a specific probability.
For example the minimum time duration for transferring a HD movie with the
probability of equal to or more than 90% is 4.5 hours.
Comparing Figure 46 with Figure 47, reveals the effect of delivery start time.
As it is shown in Figure 47, the system is capable of transferring a UHD movie in
14 hours by 100% which is 30 minutes more than the delivery start time of 00:00.
Another comparison shows that an extended HD movie can be delivered to the user
during 6.5 hours with the probability of 90% if the delivery starts at 00:00 and it
takes 4.5 if delivery starts at 10:00 which is 44% faster.
In fact, the effect of delivery start time is the results of users presence probability
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at different locations at different times and the total available bits to the user at
those locations during the user presence there.
Figure 47: Delivery time probability for 4.5, 9 and 22.5 GB of data, starts at 14:00
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6 Conclusion and Future work
Considering the short diary of anticipatory mobile communication in Chapter 2, and
comparing it with the experimental results in Chapter 5, it can be seen that the
used methodology in this thesis is complimentary for anticipatory mobile networks.
The results in Chapter 5 show the ability of user available bits prediction in future
based on the analysis of user and network historical data. This ability combined by
anticipatory mobile network algorithms, can result in more efficient data delivery.
The results of the modeled system in this thesis can be used as input for data
segment delivery scheduling algorithms in anticipatory mobile communication, to
make scheduling as optimized as possible.
Moreover, this modeled system shows that by predicting the future available data
rate and computing the required time to deliver a content with specific amount of
data, it is possible to motivate the user through cheaper price or higher data rate,
to download his/her required data at time durations in which the bandwidth is less
utilized and/or the network load is low.
The assumption in this model is that the network N is serving only one user, and
the network dedicated all the available free resources to one user U . In a scenario
where more than one user is to be served, network needs to use a smart resource allo-
cation between the users to satisfy the QoS of all the users based on their demanded
service, and delivery time efficiency of the data.
One of the issues here is choosing the most optimized sharing method between
users. Frequency Division Duplex (FDD) or Time Division Duplex (TDD) are dif-
ferent options. In LTE, it is possible to use a FDD-TDD aggregation system which
can provide more bit rate. Based on the used method, system should plan the most
efficient division in time and frequency between the users, considering the predicted
parameters of the network and users locations. On the other hand, there might be
some cases that the ending time of the delivered data is important for the network
or the user. In such a case, the network can start the transferring of the data to
the user and do it discontinuously to dedicate the resource at some point to more
important users, keeping their QoS in the guaranteed level. In other words, the
model for such a system, should consider the guaranteed QoS and the demanded
type of the data for each user and find formulas to implement these factors in the
proposed methodology in this thesis.
Another parameter, which is not introduced in this work’s methodology, whose
impact can be studied, is the effect of the user’s social behavior on the location of
the user. A few researches concerning the Location Based Social Networks (LBSN)
are performed. By knowing the impact of the social relation of the user on his/her
daily temporal Pattern, it is possible to predict location presence probability of the
user more accurately.
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